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Session Link: Invoicing and Estimates Made Easy 4.20.21  

   

# Question Answer 

1 
is that a paid option to have the invoice/estimate? Or if we do not 
use the payment module (yet) can we have the invoice/estimate 

option? 

Payments and Invoicing will be a paid add on in the system. 

  

You can have invoicing without payments if you like, but it is still 
a paid add on. 

2 
Do you have to create and invoice to take the deposit paid on an 

estimate? 
Yes, in order to accept payments, the estimate needs to be 

converted to an invoice. 

3 

If we choose to not use the estimate function can we begin as in 
an invoice and add fees as fulfillment rolls along, over time.  

Essentially creating a tally as we work through a request, 
especially a complicated request.  Then when we choose to send 

an invoice for an installment all of the charges and payments 
follow and we can keep adding as we go to fulfillment.  Is this 

correct? 

live answered 

4 What is the Comments ection used for? live answered 

5 
If we choose to not make the record public will invoice 

information still show public? 
  

6 Can the requester  view the comments? live answered 

7 
1. How do you remove a line item from an invoice? 2. How do you 
edit a line item on an invoice, such as by adding additional time? 

When fees (line items) are added to an invoice, you need to 
remove them from the invoice on the Billing tab of the request. 
A tiny trash can icon on the same row of the fee will remove the 
fee. Once the fee has been removed from the invoice, you may 
edit the fee on the Fees & Time tab of the request.  To add a fee 

to an existing invoice you need to go to the Billing tab of the 
request. Scroll down the screen and select the Add Unbilled Item 

option to insert a fee from the Fees & Time tab. 

https://granicus.zoom.us/rec/play/exjO0TXPwicZtkJKsqbUDaDFeBURSfSHx43W5QRboydlWaLGaOxMT9_u4XFBjSdPfRKvkh-fuIKQuecH.ijc-EbxNoBsxAe_0?continueMode=true&_x_zm_rtaid=Mst2IH6aTDyKJXKJOpCUmA.1651762888545.469c7630cb64be0df5d5eee4505d201e&_x_zm_rhtaid=612
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8 
When an invoice is created and the requester refuses to pay the 

amount, how can we keep the active invoice but not have the 
notification on the details tab that its due? 

This scenario is currently not configurable. If the requester 
refuses to pay the invoice amount, we suggest you void the 

invoice. You may add as many invoices to a request as needed. 

9 
what is the function of the delete option, does it remove the 

invoice from the requester's account view, and is this the same for 
the estimate if an error is discovered? 

The delete option will remove the invoice from the request. 
Once deleted, you will need to create a new invoice if necessary. 

 


